JULY 16, 17, 18 – 2018 | HILTON ST. LOUIS AT THE BALLPARK

Working Dog Magazine introduces…
The year’s most important K9 conference in the United States – the 2018 Working Dog
Conference & Vendor Show. This premier gathering of working dog professionals allows you
to stay at the forefront of the industry by offering the finest in canine training, education,
idea sharing, and networking. Our conference offers you irreplaceable opportunities to
connect with your peers, mentors, and vendors from all over the globe.
Our mission is to provide the professional men and women of the canine world with
unsurpassed training opportunities. Unique classroom settings allow you one-on-one
instruction with some of the most respected and experienced canine instructors in the world.
World class training is your most important asset. Here you can learn the skills to manage it.
You will have the opportunity to network with hundreds of K9 handlers, shop our vendor
hall for the industry’s leaders in equipment, services, training, and nutrition, plus experience
live demonstrations from our amazing trainers and vendors. Browse our website for more
information about the 2018 Working Dog Conference & Vendor Show in St. Louis, Missouri.

SEE YOU IN ST. LOUIS!

SERIOUS HANDLERS. SERIOUS TRAINING.
For more information, call Working Dog Magazine at (636) 795-0530, visit
workingdogmagazine.com or email events@workingdogmagazine.com

BEST K9 CONFERENCE. PERIOD.
#2018wdconference
WHAT: 2018 Working Dog Conference & Vendor Show
WHEN: July 16, 17, 18 – 2018
WHERE: Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark
ADDRESS: 1 South Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri, 63102
ROOM COST: $130 per night using group code: Working Dog Magazine
Call (314) 259-3332 or visit bit.ly/2018wdconference to reserve your room today!
ATTENDEE COST: 3 Day Attendees - $295 | 1 Day Attendees - $150

REGISTRATION

VENDOR HALL HOURS

MONDAY, JULY 16, 2018 - 2:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m.

MONDAY, JULY 16, 2018

Attendee registration will also be available Tuesday
and Wednesday mornings starting at 7:30 a.m.

Icebreaker Social: 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
MONDAY, JULY 16, 2018
ICEBREAKER SOCIAL & VENDOR SHOW 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.
Meet our staff, instructors, industry leading vendors, and
hundreds of K9 handlers in the Vendor Hall for an amazing
evening of networking, idea sharing, appetizers, and fun!

TUESDAY, JULY 17, 2018
8:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.
Morning Break: 10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
Lunch Break: 12:15 p.m. – 1:15 p.m.
Afternoon Break: 3:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Hospitality Night: 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 2018
8:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, JULY 17, 2018
CLASSES - 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.

Morning Break: 10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.

HOSPITALITY NIGHT - 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

Afternoon Break: 3:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Join us in the Vendor Hall for another fun night of
socializing, appetizers, and beverages.

Raffle Night: 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 2018
CLASSES - 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
RAFFLE NIGHT - 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

Don’t miss this opportunity for THOUSANDS of dollars
in incredible raffle items!

Lunch Break: 12:15 p.m. – 1:15 p.m.

QUESTIONS?
For more information, contact Working
Dog Magazine at (636) 795-0530, visit
workingdogmagazine.com, or email
events@workingdogmagazine.com

WHAT TO EXPECT
•

3 day attendees will receive a certificate for 16 hours Continuing Law Enforcement K9 Education

•

All attendees receive a FREE conference t-shirt and SWAG bag at registration

•

World-Renowned Instructors

•

Industry-Leading Vendors

•

Create your own schedule – choose the instructor and topic that best fits your needs

•

Live Tactical Decoy Demos at Ballpark Village St. Louis

•

Hotel is K9 friendly; dogs are not required, but are welcome

TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Scent Training Aids: Part 1 & 2
David Adebimpe, DSc, PhD, CChem
ScentLogix™

What is odor? What does a K9 actually smell within explosives, narcotics, firearms or cadaver? How does the nose work? Even with these
unanswered questions, there is an institutionalized understanding that real materials make the best scent-training aids for the imprinting
and maintenance training of detector K9s. However, recent findings from our laboratory and field data indicate that most of the shortcomings
observed within the actions of operational detector K9s (e.g., false alerts, ignoring large hides, generalization of items during detection) are
actually caused by the use of these real materials, and of their misconceived, mis-configured analogues, as scent-training aids (for example, real
materials mixed with inert materials), and brings to question the viability of using these real materials as gold standards for their own detection.
Using scientific data, user videos, operational feedbacks, and client testimonials, this class will discuss the properties of real materials that can
cause non-desirable shortcomings within detector K9s, and provide insights on how the use of next-generation chemically formulated training
aids, CFTA’s, (aka pseudos) can circumvent these problems, and provide detector K9s with scent-and-detect capabilities that are superior to
those of K9s trained on real materials.
This is scent detection at its most fundamental, and presented in a way that brings a new understanding to the essential characteristics of ideal
scent training aids, clarifying some of the misconceptions found in some published scientific papers and reports, and is a must-attend class for
all active trainers and handlers!
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Decoy and Bite Work
Franco Angelini
K9 Bite Dr.

A brief introduction stressing the importance of proper decoy techniques and K9 communication. Over the last 20 years, great strides have
been taken in educating agencies and handlers in the benefits of well-trained decoys, but it is still commonplace for most to subject their K9
partners to work with untrained agitators. Although those who volunteer to decoy are well intended, it is simply a “set up for failure.” Physical
and physiological damage caused by untrained decoys are often irreversible and on occasion, career-ending, not to mention the danger of
potential injury we often expose these untrained, well-intended decoys to. The role of the decoy is vitally important to the success or failure of
any program. A properly trained decoy is not only mechanically sound but must be as well versed at recognizing the size of stress.

European Dogs – What is the Best Choice for You and Your Department?
Dave Blosser
Tri-State Canine Services, LLC

This class will help you know more about European dogs and the sports where they originate from. How the sport training in early age to the
time they are sold two dogs vendors can make a valuable impact on the success of your program through proper selection.
We will also demonstrate control work and training ideas to help better your program. Let’s start thinking outside the box.

Scenario Based Patrol Training: Skill Transitions
Jerry Bradshaw
Tarheel Canine Training, Inc.

Transitioning among the skills of your dual purpose K9 is a very important aspect of in-service training that is often overlooked. Too many
agencies are still stuck in certification exercise-based training and need to move toward a more scenario-based approach. I have written
before on what goes into creating worthwhile scenarios in training so that dogs with less experience can still be successful, and dogs with
more experience can be challenged appropriately. Even when training is scenario driven, exercises are often confined within the boundaries of
a single skill set (detection, tracking, patrol, obedience). In this presentation, we are going to focus on creating scenarios that require dogs to
transition among skills: from tracking to detection to patrol, or in any number of ways, back and forth from one skill set to another, and some of
the training challenges this will present. If the dog has solid fundamental skills, these scenarios will teach the dog to be able to go from a very
expressive drive state (externalized drive) like making an apprehension to a less expressive state (internalized drive) like tracking or detection,
and perhaps back to a more expressive state yet again with a building search. If you can’t reign your dog in after an apprehension, or once your
dog gets into “bite mode,” your control becomes a struggle, this class is for you. We will discuss creating level appropriate scenario creation,
drive neutrality work, and skill transitions so that your dog can switch back and forth seamlessly between these different skills because that is
what real life K9 work is all about!
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Building Searches: The Tactical Advantage
Lieutenant Jay Brock
Top Dog Training Center, LLC

Building searches for a person using a working dog are a frequent task that handlers are called upon to conduct. However, the ability to
perform an effective and thorough search while maintaining proper tactics often conflict with one another. This course will emphasize training
to improve not just the performance of the working dog but also the performance of the working dog and handler as a team. Instruction will be
given on proper tactics in various situations, training exercises to benefit the working dog and the team, and important considerations to avoid
unnecessary risk.

The Critical Blueprint to Building True Street Dogs
Scott Clark
High Drive K-9

High Drive K-9 has created an honest, explosive, disciplined class dealing solely with K9 engagement issues, relating to K9 bite building and
problem-solving strategies. Providing the essential techniques and strategies to properly prepare K9 teams for the road is what this is all about.
This course will help each handler to gain a better understanding of how to build, strengthen, and prepare K9 teams for real life combat. During
this course, you will be provided with advanced training techniques, exercises and a tactical mental approach to succeed under the extreme
stress you will face during a K9 engagement. You will be instructed with a positive, open-minded approach, providing you with all the necessary
tools for success. This course dives into topics such as canine aggression, muzzles, hidden sleeves, ground fighting, combat training, true
scenario training and much more. This course will build and strengthen K9 teams, preparing and providing them with the awareness and skills
to deploy with skilled and dependable “Street Dogs.”

K9 Officer Down
Scott Clark
High Drive K-9

“Officer Down!” These two words evoke discomfort and confusion in any officer’s mind. This is becoming a trend in today’s world of policing. A
complex scenario has turned into an extreme challenge for the K9 handler and backup officers involved. How will the deployed K9 team handle
this scene that is rapidly unfolding in front of them?
High Drive K-9 has the answer. We have created a clear-cut training course that will remedy this stressful and chaotic event. This course is
devised to train, educate and support both K9 handlers and all other officers in your agency. This course will cover real-life practical applications
and scenarios, providing you with a better understanding of the difficulties involved in a K9 handler down situation. In addition, this course will
provide you with numerous options and strategies so that your agency can put a concrete plan in place if this were to occur in your agency. By
the end of this course, handlers and officers will be more secure and prepared in the event an “Officer Down” issue arises.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Tips and Tricks to Improve Deployment Performance
Jill Cline, PhD, Russell Kelley, & Rick Kesler, DVM
Royal Canin

This class will provide you with user-friendly tips on managing your dog for better performance. Learn how to manage your dog in intense
environmental conditions and decrease physical and mental stress through pre and post-deployment nutrient, hydration, and kennel management.

K9 Supervisor — More Than Just a Title
Ron Cloward
Top Dog Police K-9 Training and Consulting

In this class we will discuss a wide variety of topics including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why We Lose K9 Programs
Problem Handler and Handler Selection
K9 Selection
Budgeting
Record Keeping
K9 Unit Pros and Cons
Problem Supervisor

Copies of presentation will be provided upon request.

Current Events Involving HME
Laura DeBuck
Signature Science, LLC

This class will provide necessary information about HME production and site exploitation in an effort to keep K9 handlers safe when
investigating a possible clandestine lab. The presentation will include current and emerging HME threats and go beyond the traditional
discussions of peroxide-based explosives. The presentation will be accompanied by visual aids of precursor containers and videos of various
explosives. We will cover:
•
•
•
•
•

Basic explosive fundamentals
HME precursors
Safe handling
HME detection
Distinguishing between HME production and other threats
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Managing Extreme Bite Behavior
Bob Eden
Eden Consulting Group

When a dog is deployed to locate a suspect, there will be times when it is necessary for the dog to make physical contact with the
suspect to bring the arrest to a successful conclusion. In such circumstances, the excitement levels are high. At the time of apprehension,
the suspect, officer, and even backup officers are going through physiological changes that involve large dumps of adrenalin. It’s no
different for any police dog. That dump of adrenalin can interfere with the dog’s ability to think clearly, making it more difficult for the
dog to release the bite. Some dogs are more prone to extreme bite work issues for a multitude of reasons. If you have a dog that will not
release a bite on command, you are putting yourself at a major risk for potential liability and you are less tactically sound on the street.
Many bite work problems start with the extreme conditioning of the dog’s behavior from the time they are a puppy. These problems are
exacerbated by dogs that are bred to be more pain resistant, trained to fight harder, and many that are prone to pain-induced aggression.
Understanding the physiological changes that occur in these dogs as well as some basic fundamental background can help you develop
techniques to understand how to overcome extreme bite issues. This class will help you to understand the problems and provide you
techniques to help you clean up your bite work to obtain a more controllable and responsive dog.

K9 Learning Concepts
Bob Eden
Eden Consulting Group

Bob Eden was introduced to training using primarily compulsive techniques, however early in his career, recognized that many facets of
training involved doing repetitive routines that resulted in short-term behavior changes, but not real long-term behavior modification. He
started to question the viability of standard pain and pleasure principles and began to study what animal behaviorists in other fields were
doing to accomplish their training goals. It became apparent that other trainers were modifying the behaviors with great success by allowing
the animals to train themselves. Not only did this involve introducing more motivational techniques, but it also involved setting up the training
that allowed the animal to fail. When the animal is never rewarded for those failures, it isn’t long before the behavior begins to change. When
trainers understand how the canine mind functions and understand how to communicate with and shape the animal’s behavior, success rates
improve. A trainer who understands fundamental canine behavior and takes advantage of the dogs learning capabilities by working at the
dog’s level rather than trying to get the dog to conform to human behavior will have long-lasting success. Simply put, a skilled trainer can
create desired results by allowing the dog to learn from failure using techniques the animal is able to understand. While this weighs heavily
on the use of motivational techniques, it is important to understand that training must be well balanced. There will always be a place for
corrective methods and the use of other well known and used traditional techniques, however by combining those methods and introducing
these concepts, your training can be more efficient and successful.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Narcotics Class: Bettering Detector Dogs Through Handler Skills
Ricky Farley
ACLEOTC, Inc

This class discusses advantages and disadvantages of primary and secondary reward systems.
•
•
•
•
•

Both passive and aggressive indications are discussed.
Pros and cons of each along with modern training techniques used for training each.
The true science of odor and how the atmospheric conditions play a role in permeation of narcotic substances.
Common mistakes made by handlers in both handling and maintaining canines.
Techniques to handling that are considered to be counterproductive to street applications.

Patrol Dog Class: Making Dogs More Successful Through Pictures
Ricky Farley
ACLEOTC, Inc

Illustrating to the canine things that are normal to us, as humans, but abnormal to the canine.
Picture training requires a dog to have a unique level of drives and character traits. This class will start from the beginning of selecting a suitable
canine candidate to the history of muzzle training, ways of enhancing your dog’s ability to fight in a muzzle all the way through the process of
picture training, making your canine partner much more reliable in street applications.
For too long, handlers have been told that it is normal for the dog not to apprehend a suspect when commanded to do so. All kind of reasons are
given for failure when in reality the dog never had the drives needed to be successful or was improperly trained.
This class will show handlers ways and techniques needed to prevent these issues and have a partner that will be successful when needed.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
How to Fundraise for Your K9 Unit
Dr. David “Lou” Ferland
United States Police Canine Association

This two-hour block provides handlers and K9 unit administrators with real-world solutions towards a fiscally sound and popular K9 unit. This
block goes WAY beyond applying for grants and shows how to find support to purchase dog food, vet care, purchasing of trained dogs, training
aids, bulletproof vests, equipment and much more.
K9 units often suffer from the very first rounds of municipal, county and state cutbacks. What they (and perhaps you) don’t realize, is that the
police K9 is probably the easiest unit in the department to raise ‘significant’ money and support from the community. Learn just how easy it is to
raise money and get the things you need at the same time increasing the community popularity and support of the K9s.
Learn from someone who has raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for police K9 units. Dr. Ferland is a dynamic and humorous presenter who
engages police officers. Invest in your K9 unit and learn the business of raising money.
Topics covered:
•
•
•
•
•

How to identify support.
How to start your own non-profit support organization.
Where to find money.
Who to include on your team.
What NOT to do…. what to stay away from.

Operational Based Explosive Dog Training & Importance of Search Intel
Paul Hammond
Vapor Wake K9

This Reality Check Class Will Improve Your Explosive Detection K9 Program
Paul completed a two-year advanced EDD study at VWK9`s academy, in which 100+ police, military, and private sector EDD dog teams were
tested on an operational based training and intel gathering exercise. The results will surprise you and reinforce why this speaker session is a must
to attend. Correct operational based training and use of task intelligence is the number one factor for EDD team success during operational tasks.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Body Worn Explosive Detection
Paul Hammond
Vapor Wake K9

Understanding the Latest Advancements in Body Worn Explosive K9 Detection
Understanding the difference between traditional bomb dogs, people screening dogs, and Vapor Wake® K9s. The threat of a body-worn explosive
attack is real and understanding the types of explosive detection dogs available and their correct use and deployment is key to detection success.
This informative presentation takes a detailed look at the various types of explosive K9 detection, industry advancements and provides a live K9
demonstration of the very latest patented technology – Vapor Wake®.

Scent Cones and How Scent Moves
Dondi Hydrick
K9 Dog Center USA

In this class, we’ll discuss what a scent cone actually looks like, how scent moves, and where it can be found during detection, building searches
for suspects, and tracking/trailing. The class will include power points showing what a scent cone actually looks like, how air currents affect scent
as well as how objects affect it inside buildings, vehicles, hills, open areas, roadways, fences, etc. We will also discuss problems that handlers
have with their dogs during searches, tracks, and searching for hidden suspects.

Scent Detection Procurement: Selecting the Right K9 for the Job
Jason Johnson
Project K-9 Hero

An in-depth course that covers how to properly evaluate a K9’s drive, environmental confidence, and sociability using a 100 point scoring process.
This course includes what medical screening should be completed prior to selecting a K9 along with what medical and performance guarantees
should be included in a sales agreement. Jason focuses on how to choose the right K9 in any discipline of scent detection based on needs of the
department or specific mission.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Obedience to Odor
Ken Licklider
Vohne Liche Kennels

This class will take handlers deeper into why detection dogs do what they do. Ken will delve into what “drives” are and how they are utilized.
The term obedient to odor refers to the dog understanding that odor drives the reward, not the handler. This fast pace class will cover everything
from odor imprintation to reward to search patterns and the whys behind each of these components of detection dog training. Not only is this
class highly entertaining, but most of all, it is highly informative.

Parcel Interdiction
Sergeant Marty Mahon & Officer Britt Elmore
South San Francisco Police Department & San Francisco Police Department

This class will cover parcel interdiction by the way of FedEx, UPS, United States Postal Service, and other shipping companies. We will cover
topics such as how to implement a parcel team, identifying suspicious shipping characteristics, using a drug detection dog, preparation of parcel
search warrants, “knock and talks” and case law. This will benefit officers who wish to start a parcel team and those who currently are involved
with parcel interdiction.

Vet Check: K9 101 — Understanding Your K9 From Head to Tail
Alexis Newman, DVM
Partners and Paws Veterinary Services

From head to tail, we will discuss all aspects of medical care for your K9 including topics such as vaccinations, Narcan, and much more.
This course will help you recognize when your K9 may require veterinary care. It’s easy to recognize trauma, but what about more common
symptoms? Learn the most current tips and tricks for treating the everyday problems your K9 may face.
As a veterinarian, I know you may have a variety of concerns for your K9 partner and I want you to feel comfortable knowing how to provide the
best care. Come with your questions as I can cover additional topics of interest as well.
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
How Canines Detect Leaks in Natural Gas and Oil Pipelines
Paris Nicholson III
K9 Pipeline Training Academy LLC

If you’re a transitioning military veteran, law enforcement officer looking for a change, or a K9 professional looking to come home, here
is an outstanding opportunity to join the K9 leak detection industry. Take a comprehensive look at how the K9 leak detection industry
got started and the results of the dogs detecting leaks in buried natural gas and oil pipelines. This class will also examine how dogs are
deployed to detect leaks in buildings.

The World of Muzzle Training
Jim O’Brien
NC K9 LLC

Jim O’Brien will open your minds to the many uses of the muzzle. The muzzle is a great tool for bridging the gap between bite work with
equipment and real-life street bites. Jim will go over several steps to building a confident K9. Muzzle scenarios will be explained including
obedience, ball play, tracking, civil agitation, building searches, area searches and more. Jim will also explain the importance of selection
of our canine partner to ensure we are choosing the best possible partner.

K9 Legal: Session 1

K9 Legal: Session 2

John M. Peters

John M. Peters

Attorney at Law

Attorney at Law

Criminal Law Issues
• 4th Amendment Overview
• Vehicle Sniffs
• Vehicle Search
• Occupant Search
• Hot Pursuit
• Private Residence Sniffs
• Hotels, Storage Facilities and Apartments
• K9 Certification Standards
• Tracking Evidence
• Marijuana Legalization Effect on K9

Civil Liability Issues
• Mutual Aid Agreements
• K9 Record Keeping
• K9 Supervisory Liability
• K9 as Use of Force
• Pre-Deployment Warnings
• K9 and The Body Cam
• Avoiding Civil Liability
• How to Defend, Prepare and Testify in a K9 Case
• K9 and Public Relations – Why Does it Matter?
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions
Introduction to the E-Collar and Problem Solving
Doug Roller
Tactical K9 LLC

This lecture will cover basic introduction to the e-collar as well as advanced work. General problem solving will be covered as well as correcting
“bad training.” The class will also discuss off lead search tactics, direction and control, forward downs, verbal outs vs choke off, and other
related tactical considerations. Doug utilizes videos of countless workshops to demonstrate various methods utilized during his workshops.

High Risk K9 Patrol Operations and K9 SWAT Deployment – S.K.I.D.D.S. / CATS
Brad Smith
Canine Tactical Operations and Consulting

For those that have a misconception as to how beneficial K9s can be in a high-risk patrol operation or to a SWAT team, this class is for you.
We encourage all patrol officers, military, SWAT and supervisors to attend this class. You will learn how to utilize your dog to find the suspect
quicker, yet safer, while maintaining your tactical advantage and officer safety.
We will discuss what to look for during your selection of a Tactical Patrol dog or SWAT dog as well as the handler. Learn how a properly trained
patrol dog and the handler can be utilized during a in a high-risk patrol deployment or SWAT operation when it comes to tracking, barricaded
suspects, approaches, entries, blind corners, room clearing, hallways, stairs, attics, crawl spaces, vehicle assaults, arrest techniques and even
in a gas environment.

K9 Public Relations Toolkit: Duke’s IG Story
Sergeant Ed Soares
Menlo Park Police Department

This presentation will encompass how Sergeant Ed Soares came to own Duke, his training and how Sergeant Soares made his personally
owned dog into a police narcotic K9. It will include how the proposal was written and sold to the command staff to make it worth their wild, what
the final outcome was, and what was agreed upon by Sergeant Soares and the department. Sergeant Soares will also go into how to best utilize
Instagram for your K9 and department.
Some topics covered will include: IG security, be a digital influencer, humor, hashtags, pictures, how to deal with followers, how to engage and
gain followers, branding, and much more!
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TRAINED. PROVEN. PROFESSIONAL.
Class Descriptions

EXCLUSIVE ONLY AT WORKING DOG CONFERENCE
“Dead To Rights” Target Engagement Drill
Cody Tallent & Desiree Joyce
Multi-Purpose Canine Trainer & Whole Nine K9 Club

Live Canine Demonstration (Bite Work Sequence With Small Arms Engagement)
Cody Tallent and Desiree Joyce will be conducting professional canine training, decoying and a scenario based bite sequence for any
participants and attendees of the 2018 Working Dog Conference. Demonstrations and professional training will be held at the designated area
in the Ballpark Village. Cody Tallent will provide as a professional decoy for teams to engage with their patrol canines, while they tactically
engage two modified targets with well-aimed shots from paintball rifles. K9 teams will have the opportunity to perform a tactical movement and
close distance on three targets. They will use their K9 to neutralize their decoy (Cody Tallent) and their sidearm to put well-aimed shots onto the
modified decoy targets; all in one exercise. This demo will be considered a range, all safety for dogs and participants will be assumed by Cody
Tallent and Desiree Joyce. This is your opportunity to engage multiple targets with a K9 asset and your simulated firearm. Professional decoying
will be provided to your dog’s individual level. Any follow-on training, problem-solving and development will be provided by Cody and Desiree at
the designated training area throughout the two days of classes. During this course of engagement, dogs will be challenged; but they will always
win. Don’t miss this opportunity to work with professional trainers and advance your tactical K9 engagement capabilities.

Thank you to our 2018 sponsors!
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Class Schedule

8:00 - 10:00 AM

Tuesday, July 17, 2018
ARCH VIEW

GATEWAY 2

GATEWAY 3

GATEWAY 4

GATEWAY 5

Vohne Liche Kennels

Vapor Wake K9

ScentLogix

Top Dog Training Center

LOF Defence Systems

Scenario Based Patrol
Training: Skill Transitions
Jerry Bradshaw

The Critical Blueprint
to Building True Street
Dogs

Parcel Interdiction
Sgt. Marty Mahon &
Officer Britt Elmore

Scott Clark

High Risk K9 Patrol
Operations and K9
SWAT Deployment –
S.K.I.D.D.S./CATS

K9 Supervisor - More
Than Just a Title
Ron Cloward

Brad Smith

10:00 - 10:15 AM — BREAK
10:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Snacks & beverages in the Vendor Hall - Sponsored by our BRONZE Sponsor, Top Dog Training Center
Introduction to the
E-Collar and Problem
Solving
Doug Roller

Operational Based
Explosive Dog Training
& Importance of
Search Intel

K9 Legal: Session 1 Criminal Law Issues
John M. Peters,
Attorney at Law

Paul Hammond

Tips and Tricks to
Improve Deployment
Performance

The World of Muzzle
Training
Jim O’Brien

Jill Cline, PhD,
Russell Kelley, &
Rick Kesler, DVM

12:15 - 1:15 PM — LUNCH
Everyone will be on their own for lunch, but there are several dining options in or near Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark

1:45 - 3:45 PM

1:15 - 1:30 PM – “Dead To Rights” Target Engagement Drill with Cody Tallent & Desiree Joyce
Decoy and Bite Work
Franco Angelini

K9 Learning Concepts
Bob Eden

K9 Legal: Session 2 Civil Liability Issues
John M. Peters,
Attorney at Law

Vet Check: K9 101 Understanding Your K9
From Head to Tail
Alexis Newman,
DVM, CVPP

Scent Detection
Procurement: Selecting
the Right K9 for the Job
Jason Johnson

3:45 - 4:00 PM — BREAK

4:00 - 6:00 PM

Snacks & beverages in the Vendor Hall
Obedience to Odor
Ken Licklider

Narcotics Class:

Scent Training Aids:

Building Searches:

Bettering Detector Dogs
Through Handler Skills
Ricky Farley

Part 1

The Tactical Advantage
Jay Brock

David Adebimpe,
DSc, PhD, CChem

K9 Public Relations
Toolkit: Duke’s IG Story
Sergeant Ed Sores

HOSPITALITY NIGHT 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Join us in the Vendor Hall for socializing, appetizers, and beverages - Sponsored by our GOLD Sponsor, Vapor Wake K9

Class Schedule

8:00 - 10:00 AM

Wednesday, July 18, 2018
ARCH VIEW

GATEWAY 2

GATEWAY 3

GATEWAY 4

GATEWAY 5

Vohne Liche Kennels

Vapor Wake K9

ScentLogix

Top Dog Training Center

LOF Defence Systems

Patrol Dog Class:

European Dogs

Making Dogs More
Successful Through
Pictures
Ricky Farley

– What is the Best
Choice for You and Your
Department?
Dave Blosser

Decoy and Bite Work
Franco Angelini

Current Events
Involving HME
Laura DeBuck

How to Fundraise
for Your K9 Unit
Dr. David “Lou” Ferland

10:00 - 10:15 AM — BREAK
10:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Snacks & beverages in the Vendor Hall - Sponsored by our BRONZE Sponsor, LOF Defence Systems
Scenario Based Patrol
Training: Skill Transitions
Jerry Bradshaw

Body Worn Explosive
Detection
Paul Hammond

How Canines Detect
Leaks in Natural Gas
and Oil Pipelines
Paris Nicholson III

Tips and Tricks to
Improve Deployment
Performance

K9 Public Relations
Toolkit: Duke’s IG Story
Sergeant Ed Sores

Jill Cline, PhD,
Russell Kelley, &
Rick Kesler, DVM

12:15 - 1:15 PM — LUNCH
Everyone will be on their own for lunch, but there are several dining options in or near Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark

1:45 - 3:45 PM

1:15 - 1:30 PM – “Dead To Rights” Target Engagement Drill with Cody Tallent & Desiree Joyce
Introduction to the
E-Collar and Problem
Solving

K9 Officer Down
Scott Clark

Scent Cones and How
Scent Moves
Dondi Hydrick

Doug Roller

Vet Check: K9 101 Understanding Your K9
From Head to Tail
Alexis Newman,
DVM, CVPP

Parcel Interdiction
Sgt. Marty Mahon &
Officer Britt Elmore

3:45 - 4:00 PM — BREAK

4:00 - 6:00 PM

Snacks & beverages in the Vendor Hall
Obedience to Odor
Ken Licklider

Managing Extreme
Bite Behavior
Bob Eden

Scent Training Aids:

Building Searches:

Part 2

The Tactical Advantage
Jay Brock

David Adebimpe,
DSc, PhD, CChem

K9 Supervisor - More
Than Just a Title

RAFFLE NIGHT 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Join us for a chance to win THOUSANDS of dollars in raffle items - Sponsored by our PLATINUM Sponsor, Vohne Liche Kennels

Ron Cloward

1st Phorm
Send Me.
American Kennel Club
C&G Holsters
ViaGen Pets
Canine Tactical
RevitaVet Therapy Systems
North American Rescue
Tarheel Canine Training
K-9 Pipeline Training Academy
Project K-9 Hero
Tri-State Canine Services
Demanet Bite Suits
USA K-9 Dog Toys
Impact Dog Crates
Impact Dog Crates
First In K9
Bronze Sponsor: Top Dog Training Center

Capewell K9
NC K9 LLC
Odor Trace
High Drive K-9
Gold Sponsor: Vapor Wake K9
USPCA
Top Dog Police K9 Training and Consulting
KATS Platinum
Blue-9 Pet Products
Platinum Sponsor: Vohne Liche Kennels
Alabama Canine (ACLEOTC)
Rex Specs
Eukanuba
Royal Canin
STSK9
FitPAWS
American Aluminum
American Aluminum

Silver Sponsor: Scentlogix
Kinetic Performance Dog Food
Legend + White Animal Health Corp
Columbia Southern University
Purina
LOF Defence Systems
K9 Gunner Tactical
Thin Blue Line USA
Thin Blue Line USA
Kilo 2* Working Dog Kennels
Gunner Kennels
Gunner Kennels
K2 Solutions
Signature Science
Natural Rich
Frost Kennels
St. Louis Powersports U.S.A.
CNCA
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JULY 16, 17, 18 – 2018

THREE DAY ATTENDEE CONTRACT
Agency/Department (if applicable):
Business Name (if applicable):
Contact Name:
Business Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Extension:

Email:

Website:

Fax:

Referral name or code (not required):

ATTENDEE

ATTENDEE EMAIL (REQUIRED FOR UPDATES)

AMOUNT
$295.00

TOTAL
Method of Payment:		Credit Card				Check
Credit Card #:

Exp. Date:

Security Code:

Billing Address (if different from above):

Make checks payable to Working Dog Magazine

Discounted rooms for only $130 per night!
To reserve your room at Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark, call (314) 259-3332 or
book online at bit.ly/2018wdconference and use group code Working Dog Magazine

Name:

Title:

Signature:

Date:

Cancellation/Refund – 100% refund less a non-refundable processing fee of $25 prior to 60
days; 50% refund less a non-refundable processing fee of $25 between 59 days and 30 days; no
refunds 29 days prior to the conference.
Substitutions – Substitutions are permitted within the same company, agency or department
without penalty. Substitution requests may be submitted up to one (1) week in advance of the
event. A full registration form for the substitute attendee must be completed in order to process.

(636) 795-0530 • 8407 Drover Lane, St. Louis, Missouri 63025 • events@workingdogmagazine.com • workingdogmagazine.com

JULY 16, 17, 18 – 2018

SINGLE DAY ATTENDEE CONTRACT
Agency/Department (if applicable):
Business Name (if applicable):
Contact Name:
Business Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Extension:

Email:

Website:
Monday, July 16, 2018

Zip:
Fax:

Tuesday, July 17, 2018

ATTENDEE

Wednesday, July 18, 2018

ATTENDEE EMAIL (REQUIRED FOR UPDATES)

AMOUNT
$150.00

TOTAL
Method of Payment:		Credit Card				Check
Credit Card #:

Exp. Date:

Security Code:

Billing Address (if different from above):

Make checks payable to Working Dog Magazine

Discounted rooms for only $130 per night!
To reserve your room at Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark, call (314) 259-3332 or
book online at bit.ly/2018wdconference and use group code Working Dog Magazine

Name:

Title:

Signature:

Date:

Cancellation/Refund – 100% refund less a non-refundable processing fee of $25 prior to 60
days; 50% refund less a non-refundable processing fee of $25 between 59 days and 30 days; no
refunds 29 days prior to the conference.
Substitutions – Substitutions are permitted within the same company, agency or department
without penalty. Substitution requests may be submitted up to one (1) week in advance of the
event. A full registration form for the substitute attendee must be completed in order to process.
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